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Preface

This reports iepresentz- the third Inrvesig~ation by an

AFIT student in the area of rocket thrust variation. A

variable thrust gaseous propellant rocket engine incorporating

a variable area Injector was designed, built, and tested. This

engine represents a significant Improvement over that of

previous designs attempted here rt AF'IT and should prove to

be a stable asnd reliable tool for fis're investigations in this

field.

In this report, I have assumed the reader has a

fundamental background in science as well as an acquaintance

with rocket propulsion theory and terminology.

I wish to acknowledge indebtedness to my advisor,

Lieutenant Colonel Hamilton, for his timely support and

guidance; to Mr. Wolfe and his staff at the AFIT Machine

Shop; and to Mr. Parks, the lab technician. Finally, I would

like to specially acknowledge and thank my wife, Jeannine,

who has contributed much more to this effort than she herself I
may suspect. Al

rPederlck. J. De Groot

Iii
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per, lormance of a varia~ble thr'ust rocket engine Incorporating

a var-la~ble area injector. The injoc~tor was designed, cons-

tructed, and assembled on an existing thr~ust cham~ber- which

was lengthened and provided with water cooling. U~sing

gaseous hydrogen and oxygen as pmopeflants, anr extensive

test proglram was completed ast the AF'IT Rocket Engine Test

S~F~acility. The thrust was varied over, a continuous; ra'nge from

11! to 7/5 pounds, resulting In a th-ottling ftto, of 6.82.:1, while

I • ~~the .specific |n, pufse r-emain'ed nearly constant. The transient

response of the engine was fast, smnooth, and accurate, and

no Indictiron of combustion in~stability was obser~ved during the

Investigation.

Iit I
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A Area, in. 2

0? Chrarecteristic exhaust vetocity Pd%00c/m, tps

01 rus cfre~vintf?/P CA

0 D~aeterin.

P Thrust, Ib1

go0 Conversion factor, 32.*2 Ib mft/ibtf - Sect

I Specific Impulse, P/rn, Ibi sec/Ibm

m Mass flow mate, Ibm/Seac

MR Mixture ratio (m /m )

P Pressure, psi

A Radius, in. ~

T Tempaerture, OO

C Com-bustion chamber

H Hydr-ogen

o Stagnation

t Nozzlethroat
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THU'ST VA.RiATION OP A

GASEOUS PROPELLANT

FROCKET ENGINE

I. Introduction

Backgrouna

"rodayes rapidly advancing space technology continually

demands more sophisticated hardware to accomplish its

expanding mission requirements. As missions Increase in

complexity, a high degree of space vehicle control becomes

essential. Throttleable rocket engines will be increasingly

utilized to achieve this control. The Apollo LEM (Lunar

Excursion Module) will make use of such engines to execute

Its lunar landing maneuvers.

The use of auxiliary systems to perform functions outside

the capabilities of constant-thrust, single firing devices represents

today's solution to vehicle velocity control. This method could

conceivably be used to accomplish the intricate maneuvers

associated with lunar and Interplanetary missions. However,

from the standpoint of over-all system complexity and weIght,
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use of a single propulsion device with sufficient throttling and

rtart capability to perform ali of the required maneuveras 1i

clearly preferable to the use of a multiple element system.

The basic disadvantag of prowtd';gr•ocket engines witha

throtmtMin capabitity Is that such propuwon unats rust be more

complex than constant-thrust rocket engines. Poor propellant

mixing, combustion instability, and nozzle separation are also

problems which can arise. Therefore, research on the

throttling process is necessary for the devwiopment of efficient

and reliable throttling techniques.

Problem

The purpose of this thesis was to design, construct, and

S~test a rocket engine throttling system. The design objectives

were to improve the performance of an existing throttleable

rocket engine and to provide an engine suitable for further

research on the throttling problem. The test objective was to

evaluate the performance and response of the rocket engine with

respect to the throttling process. The enigine was to be tested

at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AnT) Rocket Engine

Test Facility, using gaseous hydrogen and oxygen as propellants.

Existing equipment was to be utilized as much as possible.

Previous Work

Very little work has been done on the throttling of gaseous

2
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propellant rockets, liquid propellant rockets having ret.eýved most

of the itNrttling attention. However, in recent years, there has

been some work done at AMlT on rocket thrust variation, UsIng

gaseous o*>ygen and gaseous hydrogen as propellants because of

their ready availability.

The first work on thrust variation at APIT was done by

Watkins (Ref 9), who examined four general throttling tech-

niques: a) Throttling valves in the propellant supply lines,

b) contamination of the propellants with inert constituents, c)

throat area variation, and d) Injector area variation. After

concluding that injector area variation held the most promise for

gaseous propellant rocket engines, he designed a variable area

injector for installation on a smail film-cooled gaseous rocket

engine which had been designed and built by Ow (Ref 4).

Watkins also generated a series of theoretical performance

curves for this engine, using a computer program written by

Anderson (Ref 1).

Following WatkinsJ wonk<, Smith (Ref 7) evaluated the

design, found several disadvantages, and then designed a

different throttling system, still using the technique of Injector

area variation. The Injector area for each of the propellants

was varied by means of a metal plate whkch could be moved

back and forth over a fixed orifice plate. The movable plates

were connected to a shaft which in turn was connected to a

throttle arm.

3
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After revAfewlng the prevwious wvOrc done In thiz ftildi

I particularly that oi Watkins and Smith, it was deck-led that an

cxtension of S~mith's esVerlmentail work wee the notos !ogfoa4

approach to the problem. Smith's experiments veri•led that

Injer variation is aeffective method of controilling the

•_•thrust of aigseous pro~pellant ,kocket engine. ý-AIs report

Included data for nine steady state runs which were conducted

at eight different fixed throttle positions. F-our transient runs

were reported, but there was no instrumentation provided which

would IndIcate the throttle position or the injector area as a
function of time. In fact, throttle slippage was observed during

some of the runs, thus precluding even an estimate of Injector

area. Therefore.e ,It was decided to mnore thoroughly investigate

the throttling process as it affects the performance and transient.

response of a gaseous propellant rocket engie.

Smith's design incorporated several salient features:

1. The orifices, each of which consisted of a flat brass

plate, were removable and oasily made. Thus, with a set of

different orifice plates, one could vary the mixture ratio from

run to run.

2. The doors which slide across the orifice plates were

located on the Inside of the propellant manifolds1  Thus, they

were held against the orifice plates by the differential pnessure

1.A
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across them and helped maintain an effective r-eal.

3. The throttle was completely variable to any position

frorn fully zlosed to fully open.

4. The design wAs -%;rYVle fand contafned only a minimum

of moving parts,

There were several shortcomings In Smith's design which

could not be corrected by modification of the existing equipment.

Therefor-e, it was decided to design a new throttling machanism

lncorporating the desirable features of Smith's deaign, and using

as much existing equipment as possible,

I

II
IN

IIN

I ..



'ille ats possible, -si..tty, it con•.•-w of ai..njector incov-

tw separate orifices, one hydrogen t one

Sporintin two seaaeoiieoefor yrsn n for

oygen. The areas oi the propetant orifices are varied by

means of two plates which slide over the orifices. The move-

'able plates are connected to a single throttle shaft, and therefore,

move slenultaneously as the shaft is turned by a throttle arm.

The details of the Injector can be easily seen on the photographs

in Figures I through 5, and on the drawingis contained in

Appendix A.

The throttle mechani.m is actuated by a hydraulic slave

unit which is connected to a command unit in the control room.

This system provides positive manual control of the throttling

mechanism during engine operation. A schematic diagram of

the hydrau•ic •ontrol system and a brief outline of the procedures

used to prepare it for oper•ation Is contained In Appendix B.

The similarities between this design and Smith's design

are readily apparent. However, this design corr-ects several

shortcomings or improves upon several aspects of Smith's

design. Since this redesign could not be accomplished by

modification of the existing equipment, the design and coratruction

of a new Injector was necessary. The deslre to utilize as much

6
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aeisting equipment as possible in the interests of economy amn

time led to thew chsign of an, Injector w,ýhich bolts dir-ectly to thel'I I
4 - exioting thrust chanber. The face of the Injector Is flet with

one opening In the oenttw thr*ugh which the oxygen is injected.

Tern holes through which the hydrogen Is Injected are arranged-

I in a circle around the central hole. The hydrogern Is injected

at an angle oi 30 degrees to the centerline of the chamber and

impings on the oxygen flow approxima-tely two inches from the

Injector face. The Impinging flow injector design was chosen

to promote better mixing of the propellants, and thus, to Increase

the combustion efflciency of the engine. Also, this design

completely eliminates the momentum problems encountered dursing

the previouJs Inves'tigation. There is no need to calculate the

Smornentur of the pr~opeflint flows at any midxure ratio. The

oxyn flow has only •3axa. directed momnentum end because

of the symmetrical a~rrar•gmer* of the hydrogen injection holes,

the radial components of momentum of the hydrogen flow cancel

each other for any flow rate or mixture ratio. Thus, the

Injection geometry tends to keep the center of combu"tion away

from the chamber walls and the injector face, and by so doing,

redqjces the possibility of hot spots or burnout. This injection

"scheme necessitated the addition of propetlant manifolds down-

strearn of the throttling orifices, thus Increasing the weight of

the Injector. However, considering the use of the systemn only

7A
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az a laboratory reseach tool, the weight penatty was considored

minorP int V;& Of the advWAnages zo be gaifn4d.

The* pr-op altant orcr les , each of. which conesits of a fiat

br-ass plate, are removabie and easily made. This feature

por-mits experimentation with different mixtJure ratioas and flowr

S ratesiý simply by changing orifices. For this tnveatigatie•n, the

orifices were lengthened and slrnificant changes to their geometry

were made. The orifice openings of the old design, were

rectangular In shape with length to width ratios of 14.1 :1 ar,,nd

6.5:1 for the oxygen and hydrogen orifices, respectively.

Also, the lengths of the two opsnings were not equal. This

.ontl.tguration Pesulted in a var.ying oxygen to fuel injeCtion area

ratio as the throttle plates plvoted over the propellant openings,

which caused the mixture ratio to change with throttle position.

The new orifice openings were of the same length and were

curved to coincide with the arc swung by the throttle plates,

This modification resulted in a constant area ratio between the

two opeqnings over the entire throttling -ange. The length to

width ratios of this orifice design are 25.61 : and 12.8:1t for

the oxygen and hydrogen orifices, respectively. The thinner

orifice openings allowed more precise control of the prppellant

flow areas.

The propellant manifolds were made larger to allow the

throttle plates to clear the pjopellant orifices before stiking

JA
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the mninftold wall. The throttle shaft was made 1/2 Inch In.

diaimnaior a" a I"0 Inch diameter hate was provi.ded radaiy

at the center a! the shaft. A 2 1/2 inch machine screw

inseried adaiiy through. ate center- ofth.e tiwouie arm fit Into ihi*

hole and el•m•nated the thmotae slipping which occurred in tho

Previous design.

The use of sepaate manifolds for the hydPogen and oxygen

eliminated the danger of propellant crossleakage. Thus, no

internal sealing was required In the Injector. Two 0-rings,,

held in place by steel pressure plaes, provided the enternal

"seal|ng where the throttle shaft entered the propelimat manifolds.

This shaft seal was the only dynamic seal required in this

design.

Twt-- modifications were made to the chamber:

I . A 1 3/1 Inch sleeve of the same material as the

chamber was inserted between the alt end of the chamnber end

the nozzle. This resulted In a 20% Increase in the characteristic

chamber length (L t ). This change was made in the interest of

attaining complete combustion of the propellants within the

combustion chamber, thus making the assumption of frozen flow

through the nozzle more valid. Optimizing L-* was not considered I
to be Important for a laboratory test engine of this type.

2. A water cooling capability was added to the combustion

chrmber In the form of three separate coils of 1/4 inch copper

_ ~91
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tubing which were wrmppad around and rooldered to the chamber.

ThIn tubng lis ;n addliln to Che tubing Previously Inatafied on the

nozzle. The use Of four- Zmajllr cOSir !~nstoad Of one 18,rge CciiJ

resltsin geater mass flow r"to oi coolant without the

additional conipexity of a preswierzation system. for the water

coolant supply. The building water supply pressure is approxi-

mately 80 paIg at the test facility. The cooling was provided to

help maintain wall temperatures within safe limits and also to

reduce the time period required for cool-down between runs.

Construction

The Injector components were built and assembled In the

APIT Machine Shop. The basic structure of the Injector was

made of type 304 stainless steel because of Its high temperature

properties and resistance to oxidation. The components of the

basic structure, the base plate, the manifold jackets, the mani-

fold spacer, and the injector covers were arc welded together.I This construction technique insured no crossleakage of

propel lants.I The combustion chamber extension was made of type 1060

cold rolled steel, the same type as the chamber Itself. This

type steel has slightly lower strength and melting point charac-

teristics than stainless steel, but it offers the advantage of

higher thermal conductivity. This feature increass the ability

of the cooling system to limit the chamber wall temperature.

10
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Asbestos gaskets were used as seals between the engine

cornpontnts, which were assembled with high strenDth air•craft

bo!tr,.
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* Theoretical Performance

The engine performan,.re at a mixture ratio of 2.0 with a

* chamfbaýr pre-ssure of 250 psia was chosen as the full throttle

base lnie performance with w,'*c:h to compare the effects on

per.irmarnce of the designed throttling method. This mixture

- - ratio and chamber pressure were picked to be the same as

in the previous design so that the same thermochemical data

"would apply. This mixture ratio was chosen in the previous

study to limit the flame temperature (20750), ths reducing the

possliblity of burnout. The chamber pressure is well within

the safety limits of the equipment and was selected in the interest

of popellant economy.

The nozzle has a U.514 inch throat diameter and an exit

tc throat area expansion ratio of 4.24:1 with a 15 degree half-

angle of divergence. Using a computer program written by

Anderson, Watkins generated theoretical performance data for

this nozzle at various mixture ratios and chamber pressures

(Refs I and 9). The basic rocket performance parameters

of C*, C. V and I were calculated for expansion over the

givan nozzle expansion ratio Into an ambient pressure of 14.5

psia (the average ambient pressure at the test facility) rather,

ihan for expansion to a specific nozzle exit pressure, which is

12
------ -
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the common practice when presenting thooretical performance.

With this type of caiculatlon, the theoretical data can be compared

directly with the expertmental reasults.

The assumptions used to obtain the theoretical performance

data are the foiliwing:

1. The combustion process Is adiabatic.

2. Combustion occurs at constant chamber pressure.

3. The propellants are introduced into the chamber In

S•gaseous form at a temperature of 298.156K.

4. Homogeneous mixing of the propellants is attained.

5. Thermal and chemical equilibra exist in the cornbustion

* chamber.

*-i 6. The products of combustion have zero bulk velocity

In the combustion chamber.

7. AlI species behave as ideai gases.

8. Dalton's Law Is applicable.

9. Nozzle flow Is steady, isentropic, and one dimensional.

10. The relative concentm.on of the combustion products

renains constant during the nozzle expansion (frozen

flow).

These assumptions are generally accepted in the field as

appropriate for theoretical calcijlation of rocket engine perfor-

mance (Ref. 8).

13
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S ei-merAWl -Os~i

All data was collected on a Consolidated WlecroAics

rCoporation recorder arn reduced orn the AFIT IBM 1620

computer, using a simplified verslon ol a program written by

An.dersona (see Appendix C). The progrm. .ou•ut dwa

( : Included the following quantities: Run number, throttle position,

thrust, mass flow rates, mixture ratio, chamber pressure,

characteristic exhaust velocity, thrust coefficient, and specific

Impulse.

I1
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I.V. Eeriin•enta._tn

The purpose oi the eor-imenta1 effor-t was to deiermine

S"the performance of the variable thrust rocket engine through Its

throttling range for the designed mixture ratio of 2.0. These

S"estuits were to be compared with the engine perorr•ance

predicted by the theoretical analysis In order to determine the

effect of the throttling method on the actual rocket engine

performance. The maximum throttling capability of the engine

was to be demonstrated. Finally, the transient response of

the engine was to be determined.

I,. A~oparatus

The experimental testing of the variable thrust engine was

conducted at the AFlT Rocket Test Facility, Building 79-D,

Wright Patterson Air Force Base. The major components of

the facility Include:

1 . Two propellant manifolds for gaseous hydrogen and

gaseous oxygen and r gaseous nitrogen manifold to provide a

purge and control system.

2. A control room (Figure 6) with a test console to

control and synchronize the test sequence, and a ConsolidateC

Electronics Corporation recorder for recording test data.

3. A propellant control system (Figure ?) with check

t• 1i5
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valves, dome pressure regulating valves, and solenoid valves

for coniroliifrg gihe mass flow rates and pr-essures,

4. Two Harfschei venturi meters with associated pressure

A trasduc rs an kherrnccoupies jair moasuroment c4 the date fr-om

which the propellant mass flow rates were calculated.

5. Necessary piping, wiring, Instrutentation, and

calibration equipment.

A detailed description of the above components is presented

In the Facility Operations Manual (Ref 3).

The throttle was set manuraly for each steady state run.

"The hydraulic control was used only daring transient r-uns at

which time the throttle position was measured by means of an

electric potentiometer attached directly to the throttle arm,

Procedure

1. Leak Check: The thrust chanter assembly, as

or.,.%Inally designed, was checked for leaks after plugging the

nozzle and pr~essurizing the chamber, to 75 pslq with nitr~ogen.

L~eakage was noted at all gasket surfaces when the leak test

-- •::solution was applied, and leakage past the throttle shaft O-

rings was excessive and considered dangerous. The chamber

leakage was corrected by seating the chamber joints with

electric heater element cement, but attenpts to stop the

throttle shalt leakage by using larger and stronger, seal plates

16
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were unsuccessblM. Th*refore, the injector was di-sassembled

and .600 inchf Inskh@ diameter, .100 Inch height rubber 0-rings

wd,ý- Instafled iamu.nd the throttle shaft Inalde the n-r-Ope~lla

manifolds . The 0-rings were countersunk into the manifold

walls (Se Figure 19 in Appendix A), held In piece by brass

plates, and lubricated with Airco #20 L-ubricant which Is suit-

able for oxygen service. The engine was then reassembled

and leak tested at chamber pressures in excess of 300 psig

"with no leakage detected.

2. Cold Flow Runs: The first set of runs consisted of

nine (9) full-throttle cold flow runs In which the propellants

"were flowed through the engine simultaneously but were not

ignited. This series of runs was accon'plished In order to

wmake an initial determination of the propellant supply line

pressures and the pressure regulator loader settings required

to obtain the desired propellant mass flow rates.

3. Steady State Hot Flow Runs: A series of approxi-

mately twenty (20) full throttle runs were mnade in which the

propellants were Ignited in order to determine more exactly the

required propellant supply line pressures and the pressure

regulator loader setlings. Once the proper line pressures

* were determined, they were held constant throughout the

remainder of the experimental testing program.

17
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The first lew runs verified that the water cooling was

adequate, since full thr-oftle runs of up to 7.5 seconds duration

reulted In no damagea to the engine. Since only 3.* seconds

were rfquired for, the propellant mass flow rattes and the

engine performance parameters to reach steady values, a

stamndard run time of approximately 5 seconds duration was

established.

During this Initial set of rne, art occasional Itpop" sound

was heard over the test ceil Intericom monitor during the purge

sequence. investigation revealed that the hydrogen propellant

line was hot In the vicinity where the purge gas entered the

propellant tine, Indicating that the air which had been substi-

tuted for nitrogen because of its ready avallabitity, and hydrogen

were Igniting in the propellant line. In the Interest of safety,

the use of air as a purge gas was discontinued, and it was

replaced by nitrogen. No further difficulties with the equipment

were encountered during the remainder of the Investigation.

FI'ollowing the initial set of runs, eighty-eight (88) steady

state runs were made at various throttle settings while

attempting to hold the line pressures at 324 psig and 282 psig

for the hydrogen and oxygen, respectively.

4. Transient Runs: The hydraulic throttle control was

activated and ten (10) runs were made with cycting of the

throttle setting during each run while propellant supply pressures

I8
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were again held constant. Run fints of a seconds aLloywed

rAtsdy staecnliin ue ptrest-ho at fM11teIniflthrtd setting,

antd perinlud 2 seCondr- for shrotWng in each direction. ScRna I
runs were made in whtich the throtile was moved through Its

range In only I second.
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V. Resarts and D~ lwrdhelon

Wa -Sate Cc2athose e n ee

a Tee eyfit tate data are tapt ated and preselnie in

Tables t through VI1!, one table for each of the eight thrttle

settings used. Each table nacludes the results of clteven (1)

runs made at that particular thote setting and the average

of the results for those eleven runs. The avenage thrust,

mitdure ratio, characteristi exhaust velocity, thrust Coefficient,

and specific Impulse are plotted versus throttle setting In

Figures 8 through 12. ae aito samto ftrs

Teeffects ofinector ae aito samt~ ftrs

variation on the performance of the gaseous propellant rocket

engine usead In this study are readily apparent from Figur-es 8,

9, and 10.* The characteristic exhaust velocity rises slightly

at the lower end of the throttling range while the thrust coeffi-.

cient drops slightly. The-so two effects tend to counter, each

other, thus causing the overall performance parameter, the

specific Impulse, to remain nearly constant throughout the entire

range of. throttling.

The mixture ratio (Figure 11) does not remain constant

over the throttling range as was desired for the investigation.

The injecotr was designed so that the ratio of the two propellant

orifice areeas remained constant throughout the throttling range.

20
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HowevOIA' the relative mass flow rates of the propellants vary

somew.hat =- the pressurn drop awcrs the orificts Is increaseod

at the lower thrust ievels.

The thrust versus throttle position ourve Figure 12) is

non-linear and Indicates that most of the thrust variation occurs

over the lower half of the throttle range. As a demonstration

of the throttling capability of the system, two runs were made

with the throttle In the closed position. In this configuration,

the engina Idled smoothly and showed no signs of combustion

instability while producing 1I pounds of thrust. This results

in a demonstrated throttling ratio of 6.82:1, a significant

improvement over the 4:1 throttling ratio of the previous design.

The experimental steady state performance parameters

are plotted versus cham-ber pressure and are compared with

theoretical performance parameters in Figures 13 through 16.

The experimental thrust versus chamber pressure curve

(P'lgure 13 ) is about 3 pounds higher than the theoretical

curve except at the lower chamber pressures where the two

curves converge, it is suspected that the effect of the assumption

of zero bulk velocity of the gases in the combustion chamber

(pg. 13) causes the two curves to diverge at the higher

chamber pressures, because 3 pounds of thrust are produced

when the propellants are run through the engine at full throttle

without ignition.

21
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The exper-imental characteriato exhaust velocity

(Figure '14 ) decrneases from 92.6% of theoret-Ical at 1/8

throttle to 88,3% of theorotleal at ul throttle. This result Is

i protbaby caused by mone c~mptete combustion of the propellantsj at the lower throttle settings due 2o the longer stay times at

the lower thrust levels. Stay time is defined as the average

time spent by each gas molecule within the chamber volume

(Ref. 8).

-The experimzenta thrust coefficient :s higher thz n the

i• !,, theoretica=l thrust coefficient over- the entire throttling range

(Figure 15). When this result was observed, error In the

experimental data was suspected, so the chamber pressure

and thrust Instrumentaion was recalibrated; however, no

deviations from the previous calibration curves were detected.

The data reduction computer program was also checked and

found to be correct. Thus, there is either error in the cal-

culation of the theoretical data or Invalid assumptions were

made. The comparison of experimental to theoretical specific

impulse (Figure 16 ) is, of course, merely the combination of

i the two previous results discussed.

Transiet at on

The investigation of the transient response of the

throttleable engtne was concerned with determining how closely

22I .
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the thrust variation followed the throttle position.

The thrust and throttle position measurements were

obtained directly froom electrical signals which are nearly

instantaneous in contrast to the pneumatic signals Involved in

obtaining the chamnber pressure and flow rate measurements,

The thrust curves for the transient runs are plotted and

compared to the steady state thrust profile In Figure 17 . No

difference in the transient resultz could be detected between

the one second or the two second transient runs. It was noted

that the force of the hydraulic actuator on the throttle arm added

to the thrust reading while the throttle was being opened, and

that the thrust was reduced while the throttle was being closed.

It was impossible to accurately measure this effect, so It is

mentioned here qualitatively and not accounted for In the plotted

values of transient thrust.

23
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V i. _oncuson_

1. The resulls of this irnvocStatiori variy that the type of

injoetor area variation used In this study Is a satisfactory

met-hod of varying the thrust of a gaseous propellant rocket

engine.

2 . -he thrust of the engine can be varied continuously

from 11 to 75 pounds while its speclifc impulse remains nearly

constant.

3. The engine demonstrates rapid and accurate response

and gives no indication of combustion Instability.

4. The water cooling provided sufficiently limits wall

temperatures for runs up to at least 8 seconds duration.

S. The system provides a stable and reliable tool for

further research on the throttling problem.

6. The mounting of the throttle actuator on the tust stand

prevents an accurate determinatlon of the transient thrust curve.

24
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V I 1. Recommendations

Opertional th-r-ottleable rock••t engines will probably emoploy

regenerative cooling techniques. This may present severe heat

transfer problems at low thrust levels when, th.. prop.siant

(which is also the coolant) mass flow rates greatly decrease

and the flame temperature remains nearly constant. Assuming

that the fuel is used as the coolant, it would be desirable to

operate at lower mixture ratios at low thrust settings and higher

mi>dure ratios at higher thrust settings. Therefore, it is

suggested that studies be made to develop mixture ratio programs

Iand that they be tested on the existing engine.

Attempts should also be made to improve the thrust profile

ol the engine to make the thrust linear with respect to the

throttle position. Both of the above suggestions could be

accomplished by redesign of the propellant orifice geometries.

The existing engine could also be used for a variety of

nozzle design studies. if any such projects are attempted, It is

suggested that a smaller throat diameter be used in order to

conserve the test facility gas supply.

Finally, in the interest of obtaining more accurate

experimental data, a method of controling the throttle position

without influencing the thrust measurement should be designed.

This could be done by mounting a hydraulic or electric actuator

25



on the ernne itself as opposed to mounting It on the test stand

as It was during th•s Inves-tlgaion.

II

-- I-
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FI~qure

I Rocket Engine Assembled on Test Stand
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Fzigure 2

Inijector~ F~ace
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Injector- Assembly
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F'igure 4

Assembled injector
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Figure 5

Ijco, Chambp.*, and Nozzle
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Figure 6

AFIT Rocket Test EacilitY Control Room
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AppendixA

binjector DrawingsA
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Figure 27
Hydrulic Control Schematic

SHyfaullc Contol yss.ern

The hydraulic exactor control system consists of a

"tnsnmitter and a receiver connected by two 1/4 inch copper

tubes as shown schematically above. This system provided

positive manual control of the throttling mechanism, and proved

to be well suited for Its application in this investigation. A

brief outline of the procedure used to prepare the system for

operation follows, as an aid to anyone choosing to use the

apparatus in future Investigations.

To fill the lines and etlm!nate all air from the system, a

hand operated hydraulic pump was used. Valves 1, 3 and 4 '

we"e opened and fluid was pumped through the lines until no

evidence of air was present In the discharged fluid. Valves I
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and 2 are hex socket screws tooasted as shown In figure 27.

Valve I was thner . closed, valve 24 opened, and fluld was

again pumnped through the finesi to eliminate air. Then valve 3

was closed and the system was pressurized to approximately

$0 psig2 or until the temperature cmestnIceato n ti're

* ~transmitter Indicated aprr'xlmateiy the ambient temperature of

the systemn. Hnaily, valves 2 and 4 were closed and the

pump was removed.
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C C DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM DE GROOT

701 PORMAT(V'5tF6lI.FSulP6.4,F5,2;PF6.lF6,*oF5,ztrs.1)

t ~~~~100REDNAKF4CPH*k4PGPOTaT

AMCPAHO*.491

PCSPCGI AM

PH=PHG+AM

p PO=POG+AM

I ~RAD! nPM*DPH* 560./TX

FMI4U.001419* C lr.644*DPH/PN)*SQRT(RADI)

RADZ=PO*DPO*560. ITO

FMOU.*001419*3,98*{ 1.-.644*DPO/PO)*SQRT(RADZR

46 ~FMT-aFMO+FMH

FMR'FMO/FMH

AT=3.14159*. 514*. 514/4.

CSTRXuPC*AT*32. 174/FMT

GO TO 100'S END
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